This is #generationIB

Join us for a week-long #generationIB event from 24–28 September 2018 to showcase your collaborative skills and innovative ideas and solutions with the world.
This is #generationIB
Show to the world how you would address some of humanity’s greatest challenges.

How will it work?
1. First, create a team.
2. Choose from one of the following five themes:
   • Health and nutrition #healthIB
   • Citizenship and responsibility #citizenshipIB
   • Environment and humanity #environmentIB
   • Social justice and equality #equalityIB
   • Education and literacy #educationIB
3. Identify an issue related to your chosen theme.
4. Share and showcase your work.

What’s next?
Don’t forget to use #generationIB and the hashtag of your chosen theme with all your posts.

We’ll showcase the solutions and ideas at our IB Global Conference 2018 in Vienna, Austria in October, to a global audience of more than 1,500 heads and educators.

ibo.org/this-is-generationib